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Clonal expansion of T cells harboring replication-competent virus has recently been demonstrated in patients on suppressive antiretroviral therapy (ART) regimens. However, there has not been direct evidence of this phenomenon in settings of natural control, including in posttreatment controllers who maintain control of viral replication after treatment when ART is discontinued. We present a case of an individual who has had undetectable viral loads for more than 15 years following the cessation of ART. Using near-full-genome sequence analysis, we demonstrate that 9 of 12 replication-competent isolates cultured from this subject were identical and that this identity was maintained 6 months later. A similar pattern of replication-competent virus clonality was seen in a treatment-naive HLA-B*57 elite controller. In both cases, we show that CD8+ T cells are capable of suppressing the replication of the clonally expanded viruses in vitro. Our data suggest that, while clonal expansion of replication-competent virus can present a barrier to viral eradication, these viral isolates remain susceptible to HIV-specific immune responses and can be controlled in patients with long-term suppression of viral replication.

Introduction

Recent studies have demonstrated clonal expansion of plasma virus (1, 2) and CD4+ T cells containing provirus (3–6) and replication-competent (RC) virus (7–10) in patients on antiretroviral therapy (ART). This clonal expansion may represent a barrier to viral eradication. Hosmane and colleagues demonstrated that infected CD4+ T cells can divide without producing RC virus (9), potentially leading to expansion of the viral reservoir without the potential for recognition and elimination by the immune system. Posttreatment controllers (PTCs) (11–13) maintain undetectable viral loads following the discontinuation of ART, whereas elite suppressors (ESs) and viremic controllers (VCs) are treatment-naive subjects who maintain viral loads that are either undetectable (ES) or are detectable but at lower than 2,000 copies/ml (VCs) (14). While a subset of ESs and VCs have protective HLA alleles (15, 16) and robust HIV-specific CD8+ T cell responses that control viral replication (17–20), these features are not present in all HIV controllers, and additional mechanisms are likely operative in PTCs, in whom the previously defined genetic protective features are typically absent. A recent study used integration site analysis to show clonal expansion in an ES and a VC, but it is not clear whether these viruses were defective or RC clones (21). Thus, we looked for evidence of clonal expansion of RC virus in an ES to determine whether clonally expanded virus could be controlled by the immune system. We also looked for evidence of clonal expansion of RC virus in a previously described PTC who has maintained viral loads below the limits of detection for more than 15 years (22). The results presented here have implications for the development of HIV-cure strategies.

Results

Patient 169 (Pt169) is a previously described PTC who was started on ART in primary infection when he presented with signs of viral encephalitis in 1999. He stopped ART in 2002 and has maintained undetectable viral loads since that time (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article;
In 2010, 2 of the 3 RC viruses isolated from his CD4+ T cells were identical. We sought to isolate additional viral clones to look for evidence of viral evolution 7 years later. Near-full-length sequence analysis revealed that 5 of 7 isolates cultured at time point 1 in 2017 were identical (Figure 1A). Notably, the majority clone from 2017 was also 99.9% identical to one of the 2010 RC isolates (2 nucleotide changes, 1 in gag and 1 in nef; Supplemental Table 1). Five additional isolates were cultured from Pt169 at time point 2 (6 months later), four of which were identical to the majority clone seen at time point 1 (Figure 1A and Supplemental Table 1). We also analyzed a RC clone from CP31, the transmitting partner of Pt169. This virus was closely related but not identical to the expanded viral clone in Pt169 (Figure 1A). We subsequently amplified envelope (env) and nef proviral clones by limiting dilution from purified CD4+ T cells. Sequence analysis revealed that some of these proviral clones were identical to the majority RC virus clone (Figure 1, B and C). Proviral sequence analysis revealed expansion of env and nef clones in CP31, but these clones were distinct from the majority clones present in Pt169 (Figure 1, B and C).

To further investigate the question of clonal expansion in the context of virologic control, we investigated whether clonal expansion of RC viruses was also present in ESs, as these subjects appear to have a different mechanism of control. We have previously shown that, unlike the majority of ESs who have a very low frequency of latently infected CD4+ T cells (23), subject ES24 had a relatively large viral reservoir (IUPM 4.57; ref. 24) that was amenable to further investigation. We therefore attempted to culture multiple RC viruses from this subject. Seven RC viruses were isolated by limiting dilution, and near-full-length sequence analysis revealed that all 7 isolates were identical and differed from an isolate cultured in 2013 by only 2 nucleotides (1 env and 1 gag; Figure 2A and Supplemental Table 2). Strikingly, all proviral env and nef clones (14 and 10, respectively) that were amplified by limiting dilution from purified CD4+ T cells were also identical to the RC isolates (Figure 2, B and C).

While the presence of identical sequences could theoretically be due to seeding of dominant viral clones into different CD4+ T cells during primary infection in both subjects, a recent study that analyzed full-genome sequences from patients with acute HIV-1 infection found that proviruses in this stage were extremely similar but not identical (25). Nonetheless, to obtain further evidence of clonal expansion, we performed integration site analysis on DNA from CD4+ T cells from both subjects obtained in 2017 as previously described (26–28). Integration sites from an estimated 34 and 60 infected CD4+ T cells were analyzed from Pt169 and ES24, respectively. There were 2 identical integration events each in the PACS1, MPZL3, and DLG1 genes in Pt169, providing evidence of clonal expansion in this subject (Figure 3A and Supplemental Table 3). There was even greater evidence of clonal expansion in ES24, with repeated sampling of identical integration events in each of 12 different genes (Figure 3B and Supplemental Table 4). Strikingly, 11 different cells appeared to have virus integrated at the same site in the gene WNK1, and 7 cells had virus integrated in the same site in ZNF470. To determine if there is evidence of enhanced clonal expansion in other ES individuals compared with ART-treated or viremic individuals, we sequenced proviral env clones that were amplified under limiting dilution and assessed the frequency of identical sequences. There was a statistically significant increase in the frequency of identical clones in the ES group compared with that in the ART-treated and viremic groups (Figure 3C). The high frequency of identical proviral clones seen in the ES group matches the frequency of 2 proviral clones in a prior study in which clonal expansion was confirmed by integration site analysis in HIV controllers (21).

We next investigated CD8+ T cell control of these expanded viruses. We have previously shown, as well as confirmed here, that CD8+ T cells from Pt169, who does not have any protective HLA alleles, were not capable of controlling replication of a pseudotyped NL4-3 deltaENV-GFP virus in a standard viral inhibition assay (Figure 4A; ref. 22). As immune control is highly dependent on viral sequence, we tested whether his CD8+ T cells could control replication of autologous virus. We infected activated autologous CD4+ T cells from Pt169 with clonally expanded RC virus in the presence or absence of CD8+ T cells. The infected CD4+ T cells were cocultured with either autologous bulk CD8+ T cells or autologous CD8+ T cells that had been stimulated with overlapping clade B virus Gag and Nef peptides for 7 days. Stimulated CD8+ T cells effectively suppressed an autologous clonal RC virus from this subject (Figure 4B). Unstimulated CD8+ T cells also suppressed the autologous virus, but to a lesser extent. In contrast, CD8+ T cells from CP31, the transmitting partner of Pt169, did not effectively suppress replication of an autologous RC virus (Figure 4B). In separate experiments, CD8+ T cells from ES24 suppressed replication of autologous virus to a level that was similar to the level seen with CD8+ T cells from Pt169 (Figure 4B). This subject, like other ESs, was also capable of controlling the pseudotyped NL4-3...
deltaENV-GFP virus in the standard suppression assay (Figure 4A). We next asked whether CD8+ T cells from Pt169 were capable of eliminating CD4+ T cells that were productively infected with autologous virus. As shown in Figure 4, C and D, his CD8+ T cells effectively reduced the percentage of infected cells. This elimination was partially blocked by MHC I–specific antibodies (Figure 4, C and D) and was dependent on contact between the effector and target cells (Figure 4C). We asked whether the ability of CD8+ T cells from Pt169 to control viral replication was due to limited fitness of the autologous clonally expanded virus. In a standard culture assay with activated primary CD4+ T cells, we saw efficient replication of the expanded isolates from Pt169 and ES24 (Figure 4E). To assess other measures of viral fitness, we tested whether the clonally expanded viruses from both subjects were capable of efficiently downregulating class I MHC molecules, a well-described mechanism of immune evasion of CD8+ T cell responses (29). Primary CD4+ T cells from an HLA-A2 HIV− subject were infected with viruses from both subjects as well as with laboratory strains, and surface HLA downregulation was measured by flow cytometry. As shown in Figure 4, F and G, clonal viruses from both subjects downregulated HLA-A2 as effectively as did IIIB and Ba-L.

Prior studies have shown evidence of archived escape mutations in viral reservoirs in chronic progressors (CPs) that are not present in patients started on ART during primary infection (30). Pt169 was treated during primary infection but had interrupted ART for 2 weeks at 36 weeks after infection, which led to a rebound in viremia (Supplemental Figure 1). In 2010, we performed an ELISpot using overlapping Gag and Nef peptides to determine Pt169 T cell responses. Analysis of the 2017 clonally expanded virus revealed substitutions in 3 of 6 nonoverlapping Gag epitopes (Figure 5 and Supplemental Table 5) and all 3 targeted distinct Nef epitopes (Figure 6 and Supplemental Table 5). The same assay was completed on ES24 in 2017, and we found evidence of a fairly broad T cell response. Analysis of the clonally expanded virus revealed that there was a substitution
in 2 of 12 nonoverlapping Gag epitopes (Figure 7 and Supplemental Table 5) and in 2 of 5 distinct Nef epitopes (Figure 8 and Supplemental Table 5). Prior studies have documented viral evolution in ESs (31, 32); therefore, we compared sequences from the 2017 clonal RC viruses from each subject to those of viruses obtained in 2010 from Pt169 and in 2013 from ES24. There was no evidence of further accumulation of mutations in Gag and Nef epitopes in either subject (Figures 5–8).

Discussion

This is the first evidence to our knowledge of clonal expansion of RC virus in an ES and in a PTC. While integration site analysis showed clonal expansion in two subjects with natural virologic control (21) and identical proviral sequences have been amplified from HIV controller CD4+ T cells (2, 21, 33, 34), it has remained unclear whether or not the provirus from the clonally expanded CD4+ T cells is RC. The low frequency of HIV-infected cells has made it challenging to culture RC virus from these subjects. Very few studies have reported full-genome sequence analysis of RC isolates in HIV controllers or have reported isolation of more than a single virus from each subject (24, 35). ES24 is unusual in that he has a relatively large viral reservoir, and thus, we were able to culture and sequence 7 different isolates. Notably, his 2017 viral clone differs by just two amino acids from a full-length isolate cultured 5 years ago (24).

PTCs have likewise been reported to have a low frequency of latently infected cells (36–38), and there have been very few fully characterized RC isolates from these subjects. Pt169 has maintained a frequency of latently infected cells of approximately 1 infectious unit per million over the past 7 years, a frequency comparable to that of CPs. Here, we were able to isolate 7 viruses at one time point and 5 isolates 6 months later. Near-full-length viral sequence analysis showed a striking degree of identity within RC isolates in Pt169, similar to our results for ES24.

In addition to full-length sequence analysis of RC virus and clonal sequence analysis of proviral \textit{env} and \textit{nef}, we also analyzed integration sites in both subjects. While both methods provided reinforcing evidence of clonal expansion, we were not able to definitively link the expanded integration sites to the RC virus isolates. Furthermore, the frequency of identical proviral sequences was higher than the frequency of identical integration sites in Pt169 and ES24. While most studies that have determined clonal expansion by proviral sequence analysis have not simultaneously performed integration site analyses, a similar discordance was seen in a previously described CP, for whom integration site analysis was used to prove clonality of RC virus (4, 7), and in 1 of 2 PTCs in a recently published study (38). Our results can partially be explained by the fact that the different methods used analyzed different populations of pro-
viruses. For the proviral env and nef sequence analysis, only clones of the expected size were sequenced, and hypermutated or partially deleted clones were excluded. In contrast, in the integration site analysis, all amplicons containing proviral host junctions were sequenced, regardless of whether the proviruses contained large deletions or were hypermutated.

Given the limited diversity of the viral sequences, we investigated whether these isolates were selected for because they were capable of evading the immune response. While there is strong evidence that CD8+ T cells from many HIV controllers are able to effectively suppress viral replication (17–20, 39), most of these studies have used laboratory strains of virus rather than autologous virus. This is important in light of studies that show high levels of immune escape in archived virus from CPs (30). While we and others have shown that archived virus in HLA-B*57 ESs contains few escape mutations (24, 40, 41), similar studies have not been performed in controllers who lack protective HLA alleles. Furthermore, prior data has suggested that PTCs have weak HIV-specific CD8+ T cell responses, and the mechanism of control in these patients has not been fully elucidated (36). Our data indicate that CD8+ T cells from both subjects can inhibit replication of clonal autologous viruses in autologous CD4+ T cells. Thus, the immune system is capable of controlling these isolates and may explain why both subjects have maintained undetectable viral loads for extended periods of time. It is possible that the CD4+ T cell clone harboring the virus is resistant to CD8+ T cell killing, which could explain the relative stability of the reservoir in these subjects. Alternatively, if the cell proliferates without viral antigen expression, then the immune system will not be able to recognize the cell as being infected. In the latter scenario, we would expect the accumulation of clonally expanded CD4+ T cells harboring virus in ESs, as cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) would selectively eliminate infected cells that became activated and expressed viral antigens during the process of viral replication. To test this hypothesis, we compared the frequency of identical proviral env clones in ESs, CPs on ART, and viremic subjects who were not on ART. We found a significantly higher percentage of identical env clones in ESs, suggesting that the immune response may select for these cells in these subjects.

Figure 3. Evidence of clonal expansion in Pt169 and ES24. (A and B) Percentage of clonal integration sites for (A) Pt169 and (B) ES24. (C) Frequency of identical proviral env amplified from ESs (8 subjects, median number of clones sequenced 10.5, range 4–14), ART-treated individuals (9 subjects, median number of clones sequenced 30, range 7–44), and viremic individuals (7 subjects, median number of clones sequenced 15, range 12–19). The center line indicates the mean, and error bars show standard deviation. Statistical analysis was done using a 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. ***P < 0.001.
Either mechanism of persistence, inherent resistance to killing of infected clonal cells or CD8+ T cell evasion by proliferation of infected cells without antigen expression, presents a challenge for viral eradication. However, for substantial viremia to occur, the expanded virus must be able to productively infect other CD4+ T cells. We show that CD8+ T cells from both subjects are capable of suppressing new rounds of infection. This was not seen with CD8+ T cells from CP31 and offers a potential mechanism for the long-term remission of Pt169 and ES24. This is notable, as while ES24 (HLA-A* 24/30, B* 7/57) has the protective HLA-B*57 allele, Pt169 (HLA-A* 30/68, B*42) does not. He is infected with a dual tropic virus, which may be more...
difficult to control. Additionally, this virus was highly pathogenic, causing severe encephalitis and a viral load of greater than 750,000 copies/ml in primary infection (22). Despite the lack of protective genetics and virulence of the virus, he has successfully controlled viral replication for more than 15 years and does not have a high level of immune activation (Supplemental Figure 2). Although this subject did not have strong CD8+ T cell responses in the classic viral inhibition assay using a pseudotyped laboratory strain, his CD8+ T cells are able to efficiently inhibit his autologous virus and eliminate autologous CD4+ T cells infected with autologous virus. We show that this CD8+ T cell control is not due to lack of viral fitness or an inability of the expanded virus to downregulate surface HLA and requires cell-to-cell contact.

In summary, we demonstrate here that long-term viral remission is possible, despite the presence of clonal expansion of RC viral isolates. Further, this control is possible in the absence of protective HLA alleles and in the context of an infectious and pathogenic virus isolate with intact immune evasion and dual tropism. Our study is limited by the fact that we have analyzed just 2 individuals, and thus our findings may not be representative of posttreatment control and/or elite control. However, elucidating the mechanisms of control of HIV-1 replication in even a single individual may advance our understanding of HIV pathogenesis. Pt169 provides an example of durable remission without obvious host advantage or defective virus. Furthermore, both individuals are unique, in that, unlike most ESs and PTCs, they have frequencies of latently infected cells that are similar to the frequency seen in CPs on ART. Clinical trials with latency-reversing agents have highlighted how challenging it is to reduce the size of the viral reservoir in vivo (42, 43). Our results suggest that clonal expansion does not preclude the possibility of achieving a functional cure in HIV-infected subjects who do not have protective HLA alleles or very small viral reservoirs.

Figure 5. No evolution observed in Pt169 CD8+ T cell–targeted Gag epitopes. Epitopes targeted in Gag by Pt169 CD8+ T cells. Black boxes indicate targeted epitopes.
Methods

Virus isolation and sequence analysis. Culture of RC virus from CD4⁺ T cells and full-genome sequence analysis of viral isolates were performed as previously described (22, 24, 30). In brief, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from patient blood and CD4⁺ T cells were isolated by negative selection (Miltenyi). Patient CD4⁺ T cells were plated at limiting dilution with 10⁵ irradiated feeders and 0.5 μg/ml PHA for a minimum of 16 hours. The following day PHA was removed, and healthy donor activated CD4⁺ T cells were added. Cultures were monitored for 14 days and split when necessary. On day 14, culture supernatants were tested for p24, and positive supernatants and cells were harvested and stored at –80°C. DNA was extracted from cells using the Qiagen Gentra Purgene Cell Kit A and sequenced for HIV using previously described primer sets (35). Neighbor-joining phylogenetic analysis was performed as described previously (44).

DNA extraction and limiting dilution PCR. DNA was extracted from patient CD4⁺ T cells, as described above. Limiting dilution PCRs for env and nef clones from Pt169 and ES24 obtained in 2017 was performed as previously described (45, 46). In brief, DNA was subjected to a nested limiting dilution PCR protocol using Platinum Taq HiFi (Life Technologies). The outer PCR was nearly full length at approximately 9 kbp and employed a touchdown PCR protocol. The outer PCRs were diluted 1:3 with DI water, and 10 μl outer PCR DNA was used for nested amplification of both nef and env using previously published primer sets (35). Clonality was determined using Poisson statistics, and 2 positives per 12 wells amplified was considered clonal. PCR products were visualized using 1% agarose gels and isolated using the QIAquick Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen). The products were set for Sanger sequencing using previously described primer sets (35). Limiting dilution PCR for env clones from ESs, CPs, and viremic subjects (Figure 3C) obtained prior to 2017 was performed as previously described (35, 41).

Sequencing HIV integration sites. Genomic positions for integrated proviruses were identified using the INSPIRED protocol (27, 28). Primers for nested PCR amplification were designed to amplify the terminal portions of LTR sequences (U3 and U5) of isolated viral sequences. Genomic DNA from patient samples was randomly sheared using sonication, and linkers were ligated to the repaired DNA. DNA containing proviral host junctions was then amplified from the ligated DNA using a nested PCR, where PCR1 contained a duplex reaction (amplifying both from U3 and U5 regions) and PCR2 contained single-plex reactions for U3 or U5. Amplicons were purified from the reaction mixture, pooled, and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq. Integration sites were determined from the sequence data using the INSPIRED pipeline (https://github.com/BushmanLab/).

Heterologous CD8 suppression assay. Heterologous suppression assays were performed as previously described (47). In brief, PBMCs were isolated from patient blood, CD8⁺ T cells were positively selected (CD8⁺ T cell Isolation kit, Miltenyi), and CD4⁺ T cells were isolated by negative selection (CD4⁺ T cell isolation kit, Miltenyi).
CD4+ T cells were infected with 25 ng p24/100,000 cells by spinoculation at 1,200 g for 2 hours with a single round X4 tropic enveloped NL4-3 virus with GFP engineered into env. Infected CD4+ T cells were cocultured with autologous CD8+ T cells at 3 effector-to-target ratios (1:1, 2:1, 4:1) for 3 days. Flow cytometry was performed to assess the percentage of GFP+ CD4+ T cells at day 3. CD4+ T cells were determined by gating CD3+ (clone UCHT1) and CD8– (clone RPA-T8) cells.

**Autologous CD8 suppression assay.** Autologous suppression assays were performed as previously described (47). In brief, PBMCs were isolated from patient blood. CD8+ T cells were positively selected (CD8+ T cell Isolation kit, Miltenyi) from one-third of the PBMCs. One-half of the isolated CD8+ T cells were cultured for 7 days with consensus B Gag and Nef pooled peptides (1 μg/ml; obtained through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases [NIAID], catalog 12425 and 12545) the remaining CD8+ T cells were cultured without peptides. The remaining PBMCs were cultured in IL-2–rich media for 3 days and then activated with 0.5 μg/ml PHA (Remel) for 3 days. Activated CD4+ T cells were isolated by negative selection (CD4+ T cell isolation kit, Miltenyi). CD4+ T cells were infected by spinoculation at 1,200 g for 2 hours with 200 ng p24 per million CD4+ T cells of clonal autologous virus. Infected CD4+ T cells were then cocultured with autologous peptide stimulated or unstimulated CD8+ T cells at a ratio of 1:1 for 7 days. The effect of CD8+ T cells on autologous virus outgrowth was determined by measuring p24 by ELISA (Perkin Elmer) in harvested supernatants.

**Autologous CD8 virus elimination assay.** Activated CD4+ T cells were infected with autologous virus as described above. On day 3 of infection, infected CD4+ T cells were cocultured with Gag- and Nef-pooled peptides (1 μg/ml; obtained through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases [NIAID], catalog 12425 and 12545) the remaining CD8+ T cells were cultured without peptides. The remaining PBMCs were cultured in IL-2–rich media for 3 days and then activated with 0.5 μg/ml PHA (Remel) for 3 days. Activated CD4+ T cells were isolated by negative selection (CD4+ T cell isolation kit, Miltenyi). CD4+ T cells were infected by spinoculation at 1,200 g for 2 hours with 200 ng p24 per million CD4+ T cells of clonal autologous virus. Infected CD4+ T cells were then cocultured with autologous peptide stimulated or unstimulated CD8+ T cells at a ratio of 1:1 for 7 days. The effect of CD8+ T cells on autologous virus outgrowth was determined by measuring p24 by ELISA (Perkin Elmer) in harvested supernatants.

*Figure 7. No evolution observed in ES24 CD8+ T cell–targeted Gag epitopes.* Epitopes targeted in Gag by ES24 CD8+ T cells. Black boxes indicate targeted epitopes. Red lines indicate HLA-B*57–restricted epitopes.
**Viral fitness assay.** Viral fitness was analyzed as previously described (35). PBMCs from healthy donors were activated for 3 days with 0.5 μg/ml PHA. CD4+ T cells were isolated by negative selection and infected by spinoculation at 1,200 g for 2 hours with equal quantities (200 ng per million CD4+ T cells) of p24 from primary patient isolates or with Ba-L or IIIB laboratory HIV-1 strains as controls. Supernatant samples were taken over the course of 7 days. Viral replication was quantified using p24 ELISA (Perkin Elmer).

**HLA downregulation.** The HLA downregulation assay was performed as previously described (48). In brief, PBMCs were isolated from an HLA-A2+ healthy donor and activated for 3 days with 0.5 μg/ml PHA. CD4+ T cells were isolated by negative selection and infected by spinoculation at 1,200 g for 2 hours with equal quantities (200 ng per million CD4+ T cells) of p24 from primary patient isolates or with Ba-L or IIIB laboratory HIV-1 strains as controls. Cells were harvested on day 3 and analyzed by flow cytometry for HLA-A2 (clone BB7.2) and CD4 expression (clone OKT4).

**ELISpot assay.** Reactive CTL epitopes were defined by IFN-γ ELISPOT as previously described (49). Patient PBMCs were plated at 200,000 cells per well into precoated anti–IFN-γ ELISPOT plates (MABtech). Cells were activated with overlapping peptides spanning the entire amino acid sequence of clade B consensus Gag and Nef at a concentration of 5 μg/ml (obtained through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, catalog 8117 and 5189). PBMCs were cultured overnight, and the remainder of the ELISpot was completed following the manufacturer’s protocol. Quantification of spot-forming units (SFU) was performed by the Johns Hopkins Immunology Core. Positive responses were defined as greater than 25 SFU per million PBMCs above background.

**Statistics.** All statistical analyses were performed using a 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant.

**Study approval.** This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins University Institutional Review Board. Informed written consent was obtained from both subjects prior to enrollment into the study.
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